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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we investigate the information complexity of a Fredholm
integral equation
Ax 5 f (1)
with integral operators A of the form
Ax(t) 5 E1
0
h(t, t)x(t) dt (2)
acting continuously from L2 to Lr2 , where L2 is the Hilbert space of square-
summable functions on [0, 1] with the usual norm i ? i and the usual inner
product (?, ?), and Lr2 is the normed space of differentiable functions f(t)
whose derivatives f (r21) are absolutely continuous on [0, 1] and f (r) [ L2 .
Therewith,
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i f i Lr2 5 i f i 1 Or
i51
iDi f i, Di 5
d i
dt i
.
To get an approximation to the solution of (1), (2) we have to discretize
the problem. On the other hand, it is common knowledge that the Fredholm
problem (1), (2) is not well posed in the sense of Hadamard. Traub (1994)
takes it as an example of a noncomputable problem, and from the result
of Werschulz (1985) it follows that using any finite amount of discrete
information we can not guarantee an «-approximation to the solution of
(1), (2) in the L2-norm. Commenting on this result, in a review, Woz´niakow-
ski (1986) pointed out that in order to find an «-approximation with finite
amount of information, one had to change the formulation of the problem.
For instance, when solving the Fredholm problem of the first kind (1), (2),
instead of approximating the solution x, one may seek an approximation
x with a small residual, iAx 2 f i # « or, more precisely, the unique element
that has minimal norm among all minimizers of the residual iAx 2 f i. If
A† denotes the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse (see Nashed, 1976, for
comprehensive information) this unique element is given by A† f. A widely
used sufficient condition (which we assum from now on) for the existence
of A† f is defined by the relationship
f [ AMr(A) :5 hg : g 5 Au, u [ Mr(A)j,
where Mr(A) :5 hu : u 5 A*Av, iv i # r j, and A* denotes the adjoint
operator of A : L2 R L2 , i.e., for any u, v [ L2 (u, Av) 5 (v, Au). If A
has the form (2) then
A*u(t) 5 E1
0
h(t, t)u(t) dt.
Moreover, it is easy to see that for f [ AMr(A) A† f [ Mr(A).
Keeping in mind the above-mentioned Wozniakowski’s comment, in
this paper we will study the information complexity of the problem of
determining A† f for Fredholm equations (1), (2) under the assumption
that f [ AMr(A).
It is common knowledge that for nonclosed Range(A) of operator (2)
the problem of determining A† f is ill-posed too, and the crux of the dif-
ficulty is that only an approximation fd [ L2 to f is available such that
i f 2 fd i # d, where d is a known error bound.
The traditional approach to the discretization of the problem (1), (2) lies
in the application of the Galerkin method. Let B 5 hb1 , b2 , . . . , bm , . . .j be
some orthonormal basis of Hilbert space L2 , and let PB,m be the orthogonal
projector on spanhb1 , b2 , . . . bm j, that is,
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PB,mw 5 Om
i51
bi (bi , w).
Within the framework of standard Galerkin scheme of discretization instead
of (1), (2) we consider the equation
PB,mAPB,n x 5 PB,m fd . (3)
On the other hand, in the orthonormal basis B the linear operators A are
represented in the form
Ax 5 Oy
i, j51
bi (bi , Abj )(bj , x).
Let us assign to each inner product (bi , Abj ) a point (i, j) on the coordinate
plane (2y, y) 3 (2y, y). This point is called the number of the inner
product (bi , Abj ). The inner product (bj , x) is labelled by the number j.
Then from (3) it follows that for the realization of standard Galerkin scheme
we must know the inner products (b1 , fd ), (b2 , fd), . . . , (bm , fd) and the
inner products (bi , Abj ) with numbers (i, j) from the rectangle Qm,n 5
[1, m] 3 [1, n].
If for any V , [1, y) 3 [1, y) we denote by AV,B the operator having
the form
AV,B x 5 O
(i, j)[V
bi (bi , Abj )(bj , x),
then any generalized Galerkin scheme of discretization associated with
basis B consists in going from (1), (2) to the equation
AV,B x 5 PB,m fd . (4)
It is easy to see that for V 5 Qm,n we obtain the standard Galerkin discretiza-
tion (3). An example of generalized Galerkin discretization (4) can be
drawn from Pereverzev (1995). Let us denote by Card(V) the number of
points (i, j) with integer coordinates belonging to V. Then for the realization
of the discretization scheme (4) we need Card(V) 1 m values of Galerkin
functionals of the form
(bi , Abj ), (i, j) [ V, (bk , fd ), k 5 1, 2, . . . , m. (5)
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But if (1) is ill-posed in the sense of lack of continuity of its solutions
with respect to the data, regularization techniques are required for solving
(4). Bakushinskii (1967), Groetsch (1977), and Vainikko (1982) have shown
that a wide range of regularization methods for (1), (4) is generated by the
family Ga of Borel measurable functions ga (l) on the interval [0, c 21].
iA iL2RL2 # c1 , which satisfy the following conditions:
sup
0#l#c 21
l p u1 2 lga (l)u # x p a p, a . 0, 0 # p # 1, (6)
sup
0#l#c 21
l1/2 uga (l)u # xp a 21/2, (7)
Here x p and xp are positive constants. With an appropriate parameter
choice a in these regularization methods an approximation to the solution
of (4) and hence to the element A† f is given by
xdisc(V, ga , B, fd ) 5 ga (A*V ,B AV,B )A*V ,B fd . (8)
For example, with the special choice ga (l) 5 (a 1 l)21, (8) leads to
‘‘Tikhonov regularization’’
x Tdisc(V, B, fd) 5 (aI 1 A*V,B AV,B )21A*V,B fd , (9)
where I is the identity operator. Moreover, as shown in Vainikko, (1982)
the optimal rate of convergence for A† f [ Mr (A), i f 2 fd i # d, and for
any V, B is O(d 2/3), i.e.,
inf
ga[Ga
sup
f[AMr(A)
sup
fd:i f2fd i#d
iA†f 2 xdisc(V, ga , B, fd ) i } d2/3. (10)
As usual, we write T(u) } S(u) if there are constants c, c1 such that for
all u belonging to the domain of definition of T(u), S(u)
cT(u) # S(u) # c1T(u).
Moreover, for simplicity we often use the same symbol c for possibly
different constants.
The aim of this paper is to make an estimate of the minimal amount of
Galerkin information (5) required to attain the optimal rate of convergence
(10) for some class H of Fredholm operators (2). Each generalized Galer-
kin scheme of discretization is specified by the choice of V , [1, y) 3
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[1, y), ga [ Ga , and the orthonormal basis B. The error of a specific
Galerkin scheme (V, ga , B) on the class H is defined as
Ed(H, V, ga , B) 5 sup
A[H
sup
f[AMp(A)
sup
fd:i f2fdi#d
iA†f 2 xdisc(V, ga , B, fd)i. (11)
The minimal radius of the Galerkin information on the class H is deter-
mined by the quantity
RN,d(H ) 5 inf
B
inf
V,
card(V)#N
inf
ga[Ga
Ed(H, V, ga , B). (12)
This is the minimal error which can be achieved using at most N values of
Galerkin functionals (bi , Abj).
Now we define the classes of operators (2) which will be considered in
the sequel:
H r,sc 5 hA : iAiL2RLr2 # c1 , iA*iL2RLs2 # c2j,
H r,sc 5 hA : A [ H r,sc , i(Di A)*iL2RLs2 # c3 , i 5 1, 2, . . . , rj.
If the kernel h(t, t) of the integral operator A of (2) has mixed partial
derivatives and for i 5 0, 1, . . . , r, j 5 0, 1, . . . , s
E1
0
E1
0
F­i1jh(t, t)
­t i­t j G2 dt dt , y, (13)
then it is easy to see that A [ H r,sc for some c 5 (c1 , c2 , c3). On the other
hand, if (13) holds for all i, j 5 0, 1, . . . , such that i/r 1 j/s # 1, then
A [ H r,sc .
2. THE UPPER ESTIMATE OF RN,d
Let Br,s 5 heijyi51 be some orthonormal basis of L2 which satisfies the
following condition:
iI 2 PniLn2RL2 # cnn
2n, n 5 r, s, n 5 1, 2, . . . . (14)
Here Pn is the orthogonal projector on spanhe1 , e2 , . . . , enj, and the
constants cr , cs are independent of n. As an example of such basis Br.s we
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may take the orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials on interval [0,
1]. Moreover, as is shown in Maaß (1994), Lemma 2.5, there exists an
orthonormal wavelet basis e1 , e2 , . . . , en , . . . , labeled by one index,
such that the condition (14) is satisfied. It would have been possible to
exemplify other orthonormal basis marked by (14).
Let Vn,a,b be the plane set of the form
Vn,a,b 5 h1j 3 [1, 2bn] <
n
k51
(2k21, 2k] 3 [1, 2bn2ak], (15)
where b $ a $ 0. We assign to each operator A of the form (2) the finite
dimensional operator
An 5 An,a,b 5 AVn,a,bBr,s 5 O
(i, j)[Vn,a,b
ei(ei , Aej)(ej , ?)
5 On
k51
(P2k 2 P2k21)AP2bn2ak 1 P1AP2bn .
If 2bn2ak is not an integer then P2bn2ak :5 P[2bn2ak] , where [q] is the integer
part of q.
LEMMA 1. Let A [ H r,sc . Then for An 5 An,a,b , a 5 r/s, b 5 2r/s, we have
iA*A 2 A*n AniL2RL2 # c2
22rn.
Proof. It is easy to see that
iA*A 2 A*nAniL2RL2 # iA*(I 2 P2
n)AiL2RL2
(16)1 iA*P2n A 2 A*n AniL2RL2 .
Now we note that for A [ H r,sc and m 5 1, 2, . . .
i(I 2 Pm)AiL2RL2 # iI 2 PmiLr2RL2iAiL2RLr2 # crc1m
2r,
iA(I 2 Pm)iL2RL2 5 i(I 2 Pm)A*iL2RL2 # csc2m
2s,
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iA(I 2 Pm)iL2RLr2 # iA(I 2 Pm)iL2RL2 1 Or
i51
iDi A(I 2 Pm)iL2RL2
# csc2m2s 1 Or
i51
iI 2 PmiLs2RL2i(Di A)*iL2RLs2
# csm2s(c2 1 rc3).
From this it follows that
i(I 2 Pk)A(I 2 Pm)iL2RL2 # iI 2 PkiLr2RL2iA(I 2 Pm)iL2RLr2
(17)
# crcsk2rm2s(c2 1 rc3).
Similarly,
iA*(I 2 P2n)AiL2RL2 5 iA*(I 2 P2n)
2AiL2RL2
# iA*(I 2 P2n)iL2RL2i(I 2 P2n)AiL2RL2 (18)
5 i(I 2 P2n)Ai2L2RL2 # c
2
r c21222rn.
On the other hand, by the definition of the operator An we have
A*n An 5 On
k51
P2bn2ak A*(P2k 2 P2k21)AP2bn2ak 1 P2bn A*P1 AP2bn .
Then
iA*P2n A 2 A*n AniL2RL2 # iA*P1 A 2 P2bn A*P1 AP2bniL2RL2
(19)
1 On
k51
iFkiL2RL2 ,
where
Fk 5 A*(P2k 2 P2k21)A 2 P2bn2ak A*(P2k 2 P2k21)AP2bn2ak
5 (I 2 P2bn2ak)A*(P2k 2 P2k21)A
1P2bn2ak A*(P2k 2 P2k21)A(I 2 P2bn2ak).
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Now we note that the operator A*(P2k 2 P2k21)A is self-adjoint and by (17)
we have
i(I 2 P2bn2ak)A*(P2k 2 P2k21)AiL2RL2
5 iA*(P2k 2 P2k21)A(I 2 P2bn2ak)iL2RL2
# iA*(P2k 2 P2k21)iL2RL2i(P2k 2 P2k21)A(I 2 P2bn2ak)iL2RL2 (20)
# ci(I 2 P2k)AiL2RL2i(I 2 P2k)A(I 2 P2bn2ak)iL2RL2
# c22kr22kr22(bn2ak)s 5 c222nr2kr.
Thus, from (20) we obtain
iFkiL2RL2 # 2iA*(P2k 2 P2k21)A(I 2 P2bn2ak)iL2RL2 # 2
22nr2kr. (21)
Moreover,
iA*P1A 2 P2bnA*P1AP2bniL2RL2 # i(I 2 P2bn)A*P1AiL2RL2
1 iP2bnA*P1A(I 2 P2bn)iL2RL2 # c1i(I 2 P2bn)A*iL2RL2 (22)
1 c2iA(I 2 P2bn)iL2RL2 # ciA(I 2 P2bn)iL2RL2 # c2
2bns 5 c222nr.
Uniting (19)–(22) we have
iA*P2nA 2 A*n AniL2RL2 # c2
22nr On
k50
22kr # c222nr. (23)
The assertion of the lemma follows from (16), (18) and (23). n
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1,
i(P2nA 2 An)A*iL2RL2 # c2
23nr.
For r 5 s the Lemma 2 was proved in Pereverzev (1995). In the case
where r ? s this fact can be proved similarly.
THEOREM 1. Let a } 222nr } d2/3. Then for any ga [ Ga and a 5 r/s,
b 5 2r/s
Ed(H r,sc , Vn,a,b , ga , Br,s) } d2/3.
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Proof. The required lower estimate follows from (10). In order to obtain
the upper estimate, we consider the operators
Ua,n 5 ga(A*n,a,bAn,a,b)A*n,a,b , Sa,n 5 I 2 Ua,nAn,a,b .
Now we recall that for f [ AMr(A) A†f [ Mr(A) and AA†f 5 f. Then
A†f 2 xdisc(Vn,a,b , ga , Br,s , fd) (24)
5 Ua,n( f 2 fd) 1 Sa,nA†f 1 Ua,n(An,a,b 2 A)A†f.
Taking into account (7) for a } d2/3 we have
iUa,n( f 2 fd)i # iUa,niL2RL2i f 2 fdi (25)
# d sup
0#l#c21
l1/2uga(l)u # xpa
21/2d } d2/3.
As we can see from the definition of Mr(A), we have A†f 5 A*Av with
ivi # r. Therefore, using Lemma 1 and (6), we obtain
iSa,nA†f i # r(iSa,nA*n,a,bAn,a,biL2RL2
1 iSa,niL2RL2iA*A 2 A*n,a,bAn,a,biL2RL2) (26)
# r S sup
0#l#c21
lu1 2 lga(l)u 1 c222nr sup
0#l#c21
u1 2 lga(l)uD
# r(x1a 1 c222nrx0) } d2/3.
Let us estimate the last term of (24). From the definition of An,a,b it
follows that A*n,a,bP2n 5 A*n,a,b and
Ua,n(An,a,b 2 A) 5 ga(A*n,a,bAn,a,b)(A*n,a,bAn,a,b 2 A*n,a,bP2nA)
5 Ua,n(An,a,b 2 P2nA).
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Combining this with Lemma 2 and (7), we arrive at the final inequality
iUa,n(An,a,b 2 A)A†f i # iUa,niL2RL2i(An,a,b 2 P2nA)A*iL2RL2iAvi (27)
# c1rc223nr sup
0#l#c21
l1/2uga(l)u # ca21/2223nr } d2/3.
The assertion of the theorem follows from (24)–(27). n
COROLLARY 1. If r . s then
RN,d(H r,sc ) # c(d2/3 1 N2s 1 d21/3N23s/2).
Moreover, for r 5 s
RN,d(H r,rc ) # c(d2/3 1 N2r logr N 1 d21/3N23r/2 log3r/2 N).
Indeed, it is easy to verify that for a 5 r/s, b 5 2r/s
card(Vn,a,b) } 2bn S1 1 On
k51
2k(12a)D} H22rn/s, r . s
n22n, r 5 s
.
Let n be such that N } 22rn/s and r . s. Then card(Vn,a,b) } N, and from
(24)–(27) it follows that for a } d2/3
RN,d(H r,sc ) # cEd(H r,sc , Vn,a,b , ga , Br,s) # c(d2/3 1 N2s 1 d21/3N23s/2).
In the case where r 5 s we may carry out similar arguments.
3. THE LOWER ESTIMATE OF RN,d
THEOREM 2. For r $ s and N $ d21/2s
RN,d(H r,sc ) $ cN2s.
Proof. Let us fix in an arbitrary manner an orthonormal basis B 5
hbijyi51 and a plane set V with card(V) # N. Let (i1 , j1), (i2 , j2), . . . , (iM ,
jM), M # N, be a complete set of points from V with integer coordinates.
Without loss of generality we may assume that b1(t) ; 1 and (1, 1) [ V.
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Denote by K2n,s the set of 1-periodic perfect splines of order s correspond-
ing to all possible partitions of the interval [0, 1] into 2n parts. Recall that
the periodic perfect spline of order s with respect to the partition
0 5 t0 , t1 , ? ? ? , t2n21 , t2n 5 1
is the function w [ Ls2 having almost everywhere the derivative w(s) such that
w(s)(t) 5 «(21)i, t [ (ti21 , ti), i 5 1, 2, . . . , 2n,
where « 5 1 or « 5 21, (w(s), 1) 5 0.
It is known (see, e.g., Korneichuk, 1984, p. 257) that for n 5 [M/2] 1 1
there exists a perfect spline w0 [ K2n,s such that
(bjk , w0) 5 0, k 5 1, 2, . . . , M.
Consider now the equation
A1x 5 f1 ,
where
A1x(t) 5 E1
0
h1(t, t)x(t) dt, h1(t, t) 5 1 1 w0(t)N2siw0i21,
f1(t) 5 A1x1(t) 5 A1A*1A1b1(t) 5 1 1 N22s,
x1(t) 5 A*1A1b1(t) 5 1 1 w0(t)N2siw0i21.
Let us verify the condition (13) for h 5 h1 . Note that for i ? 0
­i1jh1(t, t)
­ti ­t j
; 0.
Let now i 5 0, j 5 1, 2, . . . , s. Using the Hardy-Littlewood inequality for
derivatives and a well-known estimate of the minimal norm for the perfect
spline (see Korneichuk, 1984, p. 253)
inf
w[K2n,s
iwi $ cn2s . cN2s,
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we have
E1
0
E1
0
F­ jh1(t, t)
­t j
G2 dt dt 5 N22siw0i22 E1
0
[w( j)0 (t)]2 dt
5 N22siw ( j)0 i2iw0i22 # N22siw0i2(s2j)/siw (s)0 i2j/siw0i22
5 N22siw0i22j/s # cN22(s2j) # c, j 5 1, 2, . . . , s.
Thus, for some c 5 (c1 , c2 , c3) the operator A1 belongs to the class
H r,sc .
Let us consider one more equation
A2x 5 f2 ,
where
A2x(t) 5 E1
0
x(t) dt, f2(t) 5 A2A*2A2b1(t) ; 1.
By the construction of A1 , A2 , f1 , f2 we have
iA†1 f1 2 A†2 f2i 5 ix1 2 b1i 5 I w0Nsiw0iI5 N2s, (28)
i f1 2 f2i 5 N22s # d. (29)
Moreover,
(bik , A1bjk) 5 E10 bik(t) E
1
0
Sb1(t) 1 w0(t)Nsiw0iD bjk(t) dt dt
5 H1, ik 5 jk 5 1
0, ik , jk ? 1
and
A1,V,B 5 A2,V,B 5 A2 . (30)
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From relations (28)–(30) it follows that for any ga [ Ga
N2s 5 iA†1 f1 2 A†2 f2i # iA†1 f1 2 ga(A*1,V,BA1,VB)A*1,V,B f1i
1 iA†2 f2 2 ga(A*2,V,BA2,V,B)A*2,V,B f1i
# sup
fd:
i f12fdi#d
iA†1 f1 2 ga(A*1,V,BA1,V,B)A*1,V,B fdi
1 sup
fd:
i f22fdi#d
iA†2 f2 2 ga(A*2,V,BA2,V,B)A*2,V,B fdi
(31)
# sup
f[A1M1(A1)
sup
fd:
i f2fdi#d
iA†1 f 2 xdisc(V, ga , B, fd)i
1 sup
f[A2M1(A2)
sup
fd:
i f2fdi#d
iA†2 f 2 xdisc(V, ga , B, fd)i
# 2 sup
A[H r,sc
sup
f[AM1(A)
sup
fd:
i f22fdi#d
iA†f 2 xdisc(V, ga , B, fd)i
# cEd(H r,sc , V, ga , B).
By virtue of the arbitrariness of V, B, and ga , the assertion of the theorem
follows from (31). n
Taking into account Corollary 1 and Theorem 2, we have the follow-
ing statement.
THEOREM 3. If r . s and N } d22/3s then
RN,d(H r,sc ) } N2s } d2/3.
The indicated optimal order on the class H r,sc is realized by the generalized
Galerkin scheme (Vn,a,b , ga , Br,s), where a 5 r/s, b 5 2r/s, 22rn/s } N.
Moreover, for r 5 s, N } d22/3r log 1/d
c1N2r # RN,d(H r,rc ) # c2N2r logr N.
We may establish the next results by similar arguments.
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THEOREM 4. If r . 2s and N } d22/3s then
RN,d(H r,sc ) } N2s } d2/3.
Moreover, for r 5 2s, N } d22/3s log 1/d
c1N2s # RN,d(H 2s,sc ) # c2N2s logs N.
Remark 1. An in-depth study of standard Galerkin scheme of discretiza-
tion (Qm,n , ga , B) has been carried out by Plato and Vainikko (1990). From
this paper it follows that for a } d2/3, m } d21/3r, n } d22/3s and ga [ Ga
Ed(H r,sc , Qm,n , ga , Br,s) } d2/3.
Thus, within the framework of standard schemes of discretization (Qm,n ,
ga , B) we can guarantee on the class H r,sc the optimal rate of convergence
(10) in case when
N 5 card(Qm,n) 5 mn } n(2r1s)/2r } d2(2r1s)/3rs.
On the other hand, by arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 2 we
can establish that for n $ d21/2s
inf
B
inf
ga[Ga
Ed(H r,sc , Qm,n , ga , B) $ n2s } N22rs/(2r1s) . N2s.
When this relation is compared with Theorem 3, it is apparent that the
standard Galerkin scheme of discretization (Qm,n , ga , B) is not optimal for
the class H r,sc in the sense of amount of information. A similar statement
is true for H r,sc , too.
Remark 2. In the context of regularization one sometimes considers
the set
Gˆa 5 Hga: lim
aR0
ga(l) 5 l21, sup
a.0,0,l#c21
ulga(l)u , yJ
instead of the set Ga . Note that ga(l) 5 (a 1 l)21 [ Ga > Gˆa and if in
defining RN,d we take the set Gˆa in place of Ga then, as is easily seen,
Corollary 1 and Theorems 2, 3, 4 remain true.
Moreover, Theorems 2–4 remain true even in the case when instead of
the set Ga we shall consider the set of all algorithms for approximating the
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solution of Eq. (1) using the Galerkin information of the form (5). This
remark was initiated by a question of Professor Erich Novak.
Remark 3. The general idea of modification of the standard Galerkin
scheme is as follows. We may keep the order of accuracy of this scheme
while discarding the values of Galerkin functionals (ei , Aej) with sufficiently
large numbers (i, j). For the well-posed Fredholm problem of the second
kind this idea was realized previously by Alpert et al. (1993), Frank (1995),
Hackbusch and Sauter (1992), Heinrich (1994), and Pereverzev (1988).
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